Angel:Redeemed (A:R Earth 2)

Detective John Stonebrook suspects there
is something very strange about his
attractive new friend, Finn, but hes so
infatuated with the mysterious young man
that its difficult for him to think clearly. Its
a bad time to be distracted, because
someone is sending John ominous
messages that suggest Finn may be in
danger... or may be the actual source of the
danger. Its the last thing John wants to deal
with when hes already troubled by his
unexpected feelings of desire for
Finn...after forty years of believing that he
is straight.A:R Earth seriesBook 1: Angel:
ReversedBook 2: Angel: RedeemedBook
3: Angel: ReleasedA:R Heaven seriesBook
1: Territory of AngelsBook 2: Spoils of
WarJoin the mailing list for more m/m new
releases!mailing list: eepurl.com/bxEXlL
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